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One word answer
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(6x0.5=3)

:

A) C programs are converted into machine language with the help of
B)

is lhe only Iunction all C programs must contain.

C) The first expression in a for loop is
D) Total number of keywords
E)

in C are

is a collection of ditferent data types.

F) % { access specifier is used for
SECTION

-

B

ll. Write short notes on any five of the following queslions :

(sx2=1e)

) What are Keywords ?
2) List the lour data types qualiJiers.
1

3) What is an Operator ?
4) Write the syntax of While statement in C.
5) What is the use ot Continue statement ?
6) What is recursion ?

7) Deline scope of a variable.
8) What are multidimensional arrays ?
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:

(3x3=9)
lll. Answerany three ot the following questions
1) What is an operator ? Explainthe arithmetic, relational, logicaland assignment ^
1
operators in language.
2) Write a program in C to print the numbers lrom 4 to 9 and their squares'

3) What are primitive and non'primitive data types

?

4) Write and explain any two preprocessor directives in C'
5) What is a stack ? Explain

it with its applications'

SECTION

-

D

lV. Write an essay on any two ol the following questions

:

(2x5i1o)

1) Explain any five string manipulation library tunctions with examples'
2) What

parameters in C
is lunction parameter ? Explain diflerenttypes of

lunctions.
is dynamic memory allocation ? Write and explain the dilterent dynamic
memory allocation functions in c.

3) What

4) What is a structure ? Explain the C syntax of structure declalation with an
example.

